
THE
NO NONSENSE
EXECUTIONISTS!

 #TheRebrandingExperts     #TheMarketingEvangelists







strategy is overrated.

Great ideas aren’t born out of tactical or strategic discussions, they arise from 
a concoction of simple and relevant subtexts, from reading between the lines, 
or from connecting the dots. It’s this simple understanding of creative pursuit 
that’s missing from a majority of branding and marketing space in the present 
world.

It’s true that the advent of digital media has given more power to advertisers 
and publishers, allowing niche targeting and comprehensive quantitative 
analysis. However, the majority of marketers place more emphasis on 
strategy, revering the mystery of social media and digital marketing.

In all honesty though, it’s not rocket science. 

We Are

THE
NO NONSENSE
EXECUTIONISTS!
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Consultants have made…

Strategy - overrated!
Marketing – a complicated myth and
Branding – an untouchable convict.
We are attempting to break this norm and surprise the world every day!





TAKING PRIDE IN OUR STRENGTHS
Lions are fascinating creatures. They are known for their strength, power, 
and grandeur. 

We chose a calm and composed lion as our brand mascot because we 
listen to our clients with an intent to solve their problems. 

But when a lion roars, everyone hears it.

That’s what we intend to do for our clients - make them heard.

So,





meet the
founders





challenging the status quo

Dipankar Ghosh, who started his career at one of the Big Four - Deloitte, led 

revenue growth at Chelbis by 20%, led Cheezemark to profitable revenue growth, 

created and nurtured the brand communications department from scratch. 

Dipankar has always believed that branding is all about grabbing the essence of 

an idea and making it big - making something extraordinary from the simplest of 

things.

After having worked with multiple Ad agencies,  he was disillusioned by the 

pointlessness of a few complicated practices in branding. That’s when he 

decided it was time to simplify the complexities.

That’s when he established himself as the #ReBrandingExpert

AMONG THE
8 BRAND CHAMPIONS
AT DELOITTE

HE WAS THE

YOUNGEST
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GOING STRONGER TOGETHER

Ajay Kulkarni has over 16+ years of experience working across 8 countries in 

Start-up Advisory, Go-To Market Strategy, Brand Activations, Product 

Marketing, Business Strategy, Analytics, PR, Social Media & SEO. 

 His expertise lies in driving growth through well-crafted digital and mobile 

marketing strategies for brands. Ajay has handled portfolios in excess of $25 

Million working at senior management positions for digital, gaming and mobile 

technology companies for Europe and India markets.

Ajay realized that he had immense fun helping entrepreneurs and 

startups grow their business using digital marketing best practices and 

techniques. This is what he wanted to do for the rest of his life and he 

established himself as #MarketingEvangelist.

Ajay is an alumnus of BITS, Pilani and SPJIMR (S.P Jain Institute of 

Management & Research, Mumbai).

FOR CLASSIC RUMMY - INDIA’S 3RD LARGEST
RUMMY GAMING PORTAL.

HE ACHIEVED

5X REVENUE GROWTH
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TOGETHER, THEY ARE
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Dipankar Ghosh 
establishes
The Go-To Guy! as a 
boutique brand 
agency

2015 The Go-To Guy! 
establishes presence 
in Australia

The Go-To Guy! team 
reaches 20+ members

2019

Ajay comes on board as 
Co-Founder. The Go-To Guy 
re-establishes itself as an 
end-to-end brand marketing 
agency. 

2018

Top 10 Marketing
Startups in India
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The Go-To Guy! 
establishes presence in 
the United States

2020

Brand Leadership
Award By World

Marketing Congress

#3 Best Branding Agency
in India

The Go-To Guy! gets
certified as Google Partner

2021

Company Of
The Year

Grows into a team of 50+
individuals across the world

And the best is yet to come...
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IDEAS DON’T CHANGE THE WORLD.

EXECUTION DOES.
That’s why we focus on getting things done, the right way. We ask the right 

questions to create brands, market products and services, and bring more 

business to you.

Our consultative FAQ framework ensures complete transparency in setting the 

right brand goals and expectations.

We help you assess your market reputation with complete neutrality and deliver 

the optimum strategy, messaging, and design approach to help you achieve the 

best possible outcome from the engagement.

The science of conceptualizing 
strategies

Digest

The art of comprehending 
information

Ingest
The delivery of

expectations and results

Suggest

On goals, deliverables, 
and expectations…

Focus

From you!

In outcome, offerings, 
and propositions… 

Quality

To you!

Of company, market, 
and consumers…  

Awareness

By us!



STORY #1





They were bringing a paradigm shift in the industry with a world-class
analytics platform. They had to rebrand themselves and build the right
perception in the market.

So, we made them look and sound like a INR 10 Million company.

Needed Perception Restrengthening
Valuefy, a premier investment technology lab, grew bigger than
several multinational companies but their brand perception still
elicited their humble beginnings.

A Leading
WealthTech100 Company
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WE CAME UP WITH THE RIGHT TONE, MESSAGING,
AND STYLE TO SHAKE THE STATUS QUO,
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WE IDENTIFIED THE RIGHT MARKETS FOR THEIR PRODUCT,

AND WE PLAYED TO THEIR STRENGTHS TO GET ATTENTION.
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WE CREATED HIGHLY
EFFECTIVE CONVERSION
FUNNELS.
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WE KEPT THE PROSPECTS HOOKED.
With frequent social media 
updates, timely emailers, blogs, and 
video distribution, we kept the 
prospective clients and existing 
clients engaged with the brand. 
Through company updates and 
social proof, we allowed them to 
mull over the products and 
solutions that Valuefy provided to 
assure them that Valuefy is exactly 
what they need.

As brand awareness grew, Valuefy 
found itself partnering with huge 
names in the banking industry, 
across all the countries we were 
targeting. Their product was 
integrated into multiple banks and 
financial institutions.

And they set foot on international 
grounds with their first o�ce setup 
in Singapore.

We gave them the attention they 
deserved. We made them global. 

They went 
global faster 
than they 
thought.
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STORY #2





Lost Its Brand Ownership

A 50 Year Old
North Indian Restaurant
Santosh Dhaba, a popular North Indian restaurant, faced competition from 77 
other restaurants that had adopted their name, none of which they owned or 
operated. At their 50th anniversary, they decided to reclaim their forgotten 
glory. 

Established by Sushilabai Patil in 1969, Santosh Dhaba had a rich history of 
serving high quality, healthy food. Her legacy was not only dear to them but 
also to the many loyal customers that they have.

So, we established their authenticity with grandeur.
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WE CENTERED THEIR BRAND IDENTITY 
AROUND THEIR RICH HERITAGE.

26

A restaurant is not just a brand, it’s an ambient experience. It’s important to have a 
consistent brand identity across the whole space.
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And intertwined their unforgettable 
story into the brand experience.
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WE EVEN CRAFTED THE PERFECT ORIGIN STORY,
TRACING THE ENTIRE JOURNEY.

And it worked!
Santosh Dhaba was able to retain its original status as the one true outlet by that 

name. It brought them the attention they deserved.

www.thegotoguy.co
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STORY #3





Needed A Premium Brand Perception

But they weren’t portraying the true value they o�ered.
So, we built the right perception to showcase the premium value.

India’s 1st Apple HomeKit Licensed
Smart Home Solution Provider

31

Wozart offered premium smart home
products to enhance everyday life. 
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We created a
premium brand
identity that
resonated with their
innovative o�erings.
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WE COMMUNICATED
THE VALUE PROPOSITION
PERFECTLY

AND CREATED RIPPLES
ON THE INTERNET
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One small step for a brand...
..a giant leap for the business.

We spoke to their 
customers’ desires.
The campaigns we created showed 
their prospective customers the 
dream of a smart home, making 
the ads relatable.
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STORY#4





Faced Digital Competition
Tenet Diagnostics were expanding by opening their centers in major cities,
providing a safe and trusted digital platform for at-home medical diagnosis.

India’s 1st NABL-I Accredited
Diagnostic Facility

They were operating in a highly competitive market, fighting 
for attention against established centers in their own cities.
So, we crafted a niche digital strategy to make them noticed.
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WE RANKED THEM NO.1 ON GOOGLE
FOR THE MOST SOUGHT AFTER
KEYWORD IN JUST 60 DAYS

best diagnostic centre in hyderabad
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WE CREATED ADS
WITH PEOPLE-CENTERED MESSAGING
Simple, straightforward, and on-point.
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AND A TACTICAL LANDING PAGE
THAT COMPELLED CONVERSIONS
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The result?
Their most premium package 
saw the highest conversions, 
bringing 2X revenue.
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STORY#5





Wanted A Global Brand Appeal
Intellika, one of India’s biggest Microsoft Gold Certified
Partners, was already on par with the biggest names
in the industry.

But their brand didn’t portray them as such.
So, we refreshed their brand identity for a global outreach.

A Leading Microsoft
Gold Certified Partner
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WE HELPED THEM RETHINK THEIR MESSAGING
AND BROUGHT A FRESH APPEAL TO
THEIR BRAND PERSONA
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WE HIT THE RIGHT CHORDS WITH
TARGETED MESSAGING TO GET QUALITY LEADS
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AND ENABLED CONVERSIONS
WITH AN INTUITIVE LANDING PAGE

Our rebranding e�orts ensured 

their place amongst the best. 

And they saw an 
increase in sales.
The right perception
always reaps the
maximum benefits.

www.thegotoguy.co



STORY#6





Wanted Better ROI

World’s First Platinum
LEED-certified & Asia’s
Largest Tier IV Data Center

CtrlS, world’s first platinum LEED-certified data center, is renowned for its 
sustainable and nature-first approach to power generation and data storage.

Their paid advertising was costing them more than it 
should. They wanted to optimize their ad spends and make 
their campaigns more e�ective.

51

So, we overhauled their digital footprint, got them better ROI.



WE RANKED THEM ON GOOGLE
FOR HIGHLY COMPETITIVE KEYWORDS IN RECORD TIME.

52
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WE DESIGNED, DEVELOPED, AND MANAGED
EFFECTIVE LANDING PAGES FOR LEAD CAPTURE.
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WE DESIGNED CREATIVE CAMPAIGNS
THAT DEMANDED ATTENTION.
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They saw more visitors on their website at a reduced cost.

With consistent reductions in ad spends and more conversions than ever before, 

CtrlS was able to draw more leads from digital:

WHERE DID IT
LEAD THEM?

55

Reduced the
Cost Per Acquisition by

20%

Improved Lead
Qualification Ratio by

25%
Increase in conversions at

JUST 25%
56%

Increase in spends.

Improved CTR by

3.5x
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STORY #7





Wanted To Foray Into eCommerce

A Rs. 2000 Crores Goods
Producer & Distributor

Kalgudi, a government-backed social enterprise, built an ecommerce 

platform on the back of their successful network of producers and 

distributors, having conquered all levels of the entire supply chain.

Having been in B2B throughout its 
existence, Kalgudi found it di�cult to reach 
out to the end consumers directly. 

We crafted a tailormade direct-to-consumer marketing strategy
for them to win consumers over.
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But what di�erentiated them from other 

ecommerce platforms selling mangoes 

was the traceability of the mangoes to the 

very tree they were grown on.

THEY HAD 100% NATURALLY
GROWN MANGOES

To promote the essence of their o�ering - the authenticity of savouring 
a mango in a farm. 

We also focused on how Kalgudi is 
helping the farmers by providing 
them with the maximum profit on 
the produce - something that they 
were really proud of. 

We weaved a story around 
childhood nostalgia
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NOSTALGIA IS A POWERFUL EMOTION
People who missed their childhood and the trips to the mango farms immediately 

connected with the campaigns. Moreover, lockdowns around the country meant 

that there was no way of visiting the farms during the season. 

61

Reaching A Local Audience: Vernacular Ads

This gave us the right timing to make this message loud and clear that you can 

enjoy the sense of being on a farm, at your home.
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To create a positive impact about the brand, we created videos that acted as 

collateral for the social media as well as paid advertising. We placed these videos on 

Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram to drive engagement.

WE EVEN LEVERAGED
THE MOST STIMULATING MEDIA - VIDEO
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Increased the
daily orders by

400%
Reduced the CPA by

50%
just after 2 week

Improved
Search Ads CTR by

3.2x
Lowered overall
Avg CPC by

70%

 in 6 weeks

63

Through consistent and targeted advertising, we were able to drive significant tra�c, 

leading to increased sales on their platform.

WHERE DID IT
LEAD THEM?
The rate of conversion of ads boosted to new heights.
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STORY #8





Needed Ecommerce For Their Brand Vertical

A 30-Year-Old
BSE Listed Company
We helped ZIM Laboratories, a leading pharmaceutical technology company, realise 

it’s vision of an e-commerce based vertical brand - India’s first health & wellness 

driven nutraceutical brand with a novel delivery mechanism.

They had invented a new drug delivery mechanism - a fast-dissolving thin film for 

convenience. They needed branding and marketing expertise to take their brand to 

the market.
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WE REPOSITIONED ZIMUNAT TO PORTRAY THE
PRODUCTS’ EFFECTIVENESS IN BUILDING IMMUNITY
“From The House Of ZIM – A technology led pharmaceutical company who have Zeal & 

Innovation ingrained in their DNA comes ZIMUNAT, which aims to cater to the new 

normal and create an Immunity Led Wellness Space with their disruptive technologies in 

making “Natural” ,new and e�ective against all types of novel viruses and pathogens.”

68

WE BUILT THEIR BRAND FROM THE GROUND UP.

We created a logo that was filled with vitality and energy

without losing the essence of the parent company.

We came up with a tagline that perfectly summarizes ZimUNat’s vision

- changing healthcare with natural, dietary supplements.

REDEFINING HEALTH, NATURAL.

Just when we were ready to reach the
markets, COVID19 struck.

To name the brand, we placed the 3 most important aspects of the brand together:

ZIM + IMMUNITY + NATURALLY
And that’s how ZimUNat was born.
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IN A WORLD WHERE EVERYONE WANTED EVERYTHING
ONLINE, WE CREATED A RESPONSIVE E-COMMERCE
WEBSITE IN RECORD TIME
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And we 
kept the 
audience 
hooked to 
the brand.

We created a consistent brand identity, ensuring that we built an impactful persona.
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STORY #9





Renyoo, a mobile-first image annotation platform, helps users
annotate pictures with metadata like images, video, audio, text and URL.

A One-of-a-kind Image Annotation App
Needed A Global Audience

They were operating in a relatively new market with a new product that few people understood.

So, we made their brand memorable.
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WE CREATED A BRAND IDENTITY
AROUND SHARING STORIES
Stories have been part of human life since time immemorial. Humans, being social 

creatures, sharing stories has always been a great way of connecting with people.

That’s why it brings
engagement to the platform.

And we built an intuitive
and vibrant website

to build curiosity
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We also worked aggressively on search engine 
optimization and app store optimization to rank Renyoo 

everywhere.
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WE CREATED & PUBLISHED EDUCATIONAL ARTICLES
TO KEEP THE AUDIENCE ENGAGED

WHILE KEEPING THEM HOOKED
TO THE BRAND WITH INTERESTING VIDEOS
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LOREM 

77

The key to aggressive marketing
is perfect timing.

We nailed it with Renyoo.

WHAT’S MORE,
WE KILLED IT ON SOCIAL MEDIA
WITH INFORMATIVE AND FUN CREATIVES
And adding elements of nostalgia on ad banners.
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STORY #10





They understood that experience isn’t enough.
They needed to garner a positive public opinion.

So, we created a brand identity that focused on people.

Needed To Bring Expertise
To The Forefront

Narwal, a digital transformation company, boasted
of a deeply focused expertise in automation,
data analytics, and cloud.

US-based Niche
Technology Company
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WE IMPROVED ON THEIR LOGO
TO MAKE IT MORE IMPACTFUL

Narwal

We built a website that showcased
their expertise in the area.
While also focusing on their commitment to customer satisfaction.

And we came up with a tagline that portrayed their customer obsession.
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And created an
SEO-friendly

and intuitive flow
for the website
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We made their digital presence
count with strong metaphors.
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And created 
brand awareness 
campaigns with 
objects that 
mimic their 
mnemonic.

And we honoured the ladies in the tech during 
Women’s History Month to promote a 
gender-neutral brand identity.
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WE MADE THEIR 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
COME TO LIFE

86

AND SOLVED THEIR REAL-WORLD
SALES PROBLEMS
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VIDEO MARKETING
That’s not all, we created a buzz in the industry with

A LITTLE CHANGE IN PERCEPTION
GOES A LONG WAY.
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STORY #11





Wanted Their Flagship Product To Go Global

An AR-based Event
Planning Company 

Quanvy, a technology company, builds AR-based 
event planning products that enables users to 
visualise and plan experiences for guests.

They had the first-mover advantage as AR-based event planning was just taking 

shape. They wanted their flagship product, Kirigami, to reach a global audience.

So, we created a website that has a mass appeal.
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We positioned their company as:

“Quanvy enables businesses and marketers to 
design experiences with captivating virtual 
elements embedded in reality, to leave an 

impressionable mark on clients.”

Augmenting Experiences

We came up with a tagline that mirrored simplicity.
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With clear messaging and 

intuitive information flow, we 

created a simple yet e�ective 

website that's bound to draw 

customers from around the 

world, straight to their inbox. 

We made their
website aesthetically
visual for greater
appeal
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Tact always outplays 
the new. A combination 
of both is even better. 
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STORY #12





Needed Distinct Identities For One Brand

A Binational
Technology Company

Mudrantar serves two countries, o�ering their products Mudra App and MScan 

in India and DocBins in the US. They wanted to rebrand themselves while also 

creating distinct product identities for the two regions.

So, we created geo-specific brand identities 
to resonate with respective regions

Mudrantar is a technology solution company that helps 
their clients manage documents digitally, extract value 
from unstructured data, and gain actionable insights 
from their smartphone. 
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Their di�erent products - Mudra App, MScan, and DocBins - demanded distinct 

brand identities with a subtle resemblance to the main logo - an insignia that’d be 

the brand’s beacon.

We created a 
primary brand 
identity for their 
company using 
growth as a symbol 
of change. 

And we added a tagline to the logo:

Mudra

+

With a target audience that was mostly small businesses in India, we created a brand 

identity in Hindi - the dominant language in the region to make the brand relatable.
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This brand identity is a direct take on the app’s function. It tells the user exactly 

what the product is, eliminating any chances of the user straying away.

MScan

Mscan

DocBins

Mnemonic from
Core BrandBullseye

With this product brand identity, we take a big picture approach because of the 

innovation that the product inspires.
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AND WE BUILT A GEO-CENTRIC WEBSITE
THAT TRANSFORMED BASED ON GEO-LOCATION.

Creating unique brand 
identities with the core brand 
at heart has a greater impact.

We successfully created the brand identities 
without eclipsing any of their products.
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STORY #13





Was Overshadowed By Their Own Product
A Leading Technology Company

Spoors, a workflow management products company, built a highly e�ective DIY 

workflow and workforce management platform that empowered thousands of 

experts to build industry-specific solutions code-free.

Their product, called E�ort, was used by people across 10 countries with over 2 

million activities being performed each day. But it shadowed Spoors in a huge way.

So, we created a distinct identity for E�ort to help Spoors revive their core brand.
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WE REALIGNED PERCEPTION
TO REDEFINE FOCUS
We created E�ort’s distinctive logo by taking concentric circles and striking an arrow 

across all three of them representing integrated solutions. The three circles represent 

the goals that E�ort helps businesses to achieve - order, organization, and 

optimization.

Moreover, as a whole, the mnemonic was made representative of the letter "E", giving 

a nod to the brand name.

+ + e
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AND WE CREATED SEPARATE WEBSITES
FOR THE COMPANY AND THE PRODUCT
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We created and shared 
videos to announce 
E�ort’s new existence.

We also created 
whitepapers to establish 
thought leadership and 
showcase expertise

106

without compromising on 
their core brand.

We helped 
them make the 
most of E�ort
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STORY #14





Needed To Reach The Masses

But the urgency of the go-to-market strategy put
Rite Water Solutions in a spot.

A Patented, Affordable
Disinfection Technology

Rite Water Solutions, a leading water treatment and disinfection 
company, partnered with CSIR-CSIO - a government organization - to 
mass produce an innovative electrostatic sprayer to make it available for 
the masses, helping the country fight against Covid-19.

So, we built a brand from the
ground up at break-neck speed.
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WE MADE THEIR BRAND RECOGNIZABLE

beyondcorona - did just that.

Considering the seriousness of the challenge at hand and the sheer need of making 
things happen fast, we wanted to create a brand name that not only showcased that the 
solution was specific to Coronavirus but also showed how it’ll transform things against it.

To stress the positive impact the brand was creating,
we wanted a tagline that inspired hope.

Enabling Life

The name we came up with
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we made their technology comprehensive
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Giving their audience the much needed
sneak peek through videos.

112

AND TOOK
BEYONDCORONA
TO THE ENTIRE
COUNTRY
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FINALLY, 
WE MADE IT BIG ON SOCIAL MEDIA

WHICH BROUGHT US TO THE ATTENTION
OF THE INVENTORS.

CREATING THE RIGHT IMPACT THROUGH CLARITY.

The researchers and inventors at CSIR-CSIO were impressed with the speed of
our execution and the on-spot messaging that we crafted.

- Dr. Sanjay Kumar
  Director, CSIR-CSIO

Here’s what they had to say:
“While Rite Water Solutions have played a major role in developing the prod-
ucts, without Ajay and his team at The Go-To Guy!, the products wouldn’t 
have reached the market successfully and at the right time. I was absolutely 
impressed with the way the website turned out. Their dedication to all the 
little details is clearly evident. Finally, I want to congratulate Ajay for his contri-
bution in taking the products forward and creating awareness amongst 
people digitally.”
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STORY #15





Wanted A Brand Makeover

India’s Leading
Gaming PC Store

As the ecommerce market expanded, they faced tough competition from 

other emerging players in the market. That’s why they wanted to stand out.

We help them grow their revenue by 10 in first 15 months

EliteHubs, a hugely popular online computer 
store and esports tournament organizer, 
have been selling PC parts for gaming 
enthusiasts since 2019.
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We built a highly intuitive and customer-friendly 
ecommerce website for them.
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AND OPTIMISED IT
FOR SEARCH ENGINES
We improved search visibility with the
best practices, targeting the most
relevant keywords. 

We didn’t just rank them.

WE RANKED THEM FOR ALMOST ALL KEYWORDS

Ranked on

1st page
for 50/100 keywords

Ranked on

2nd page
for 19/100 keywords
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Through consistent content marketing e�orts, we were able to improve the 

domain authority of their website from 7 to 20 in a relatively short period of time.

WE ESTABLISHED THEM
AS A LEADER
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The improved rank for their website meant more 
tra�c and subsequently more sales.

That’s not all, these are some of the 
most important keywords in the niche.
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STORY #16





Wanted To Re-engineer properly Their Brand

UAE’s Leading
Multi Family Office
Xanara is an emerging player in the global multi-family o�ce and 
boutique advisory that has established itself as ‘Non Conforming 
Advisors with Integrity and Intellect’.

Xanara was expanding to other countries and wanted to rethink 
their brand messaging to ensure they resonated with the global 
citizens.

So, we restructured their brand dynamics to bring impact.
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WE CAME UP WITH A TAGLINE
THAT’S SIMPLE, ELEGANT, AND POWERFUL

As wealth advisors, Xanara doesn’t believe in redefining, as wealth created is important 

to them. Hence, we positioned them as a firm that believes in predefining which helps 

them preserve existing wealth and create more wealth for their clients.

We repositioned 
Xanara to highlight 
the core attributes of 
their business.

PREDEFINING SUCCESS

INTEGRITY

RELIABLE

EMPATHY
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And adapted their website
as per new design

and messaging
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We took their social media by storm with 
powerful metaphors.

We created women-centric campaigns on 
South Africa’s Women’s Day to inspire 
inclusivity.
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WE CREATE IMPACTFUL MONTHLY NEWSLETTERS
FOR THEIR CLIENTS AND PROSPECTS
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We promoted their fireside chats 
inspiring women leadership

WE ESTABLISHED THEIR THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
THROUGH VIDEO MARKETING

128
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AND SPREAD THEIR WORDS
THROUGH WHITEPAPERS 

While also writing educational 
blog posts for content marketing.

129
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WE MADE THEIR PRESENCE
ON GOOGLE COME ALIVE

WE PUT THEM AT THE
FOREFRONT OF SERP

After

Before

130
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WE GOT THEM TO THE TOP FOR 
THE MOST RELEVANT KEYWORDS

We brought in
7X improvement
in website tra�c

131
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Increased their LinkedIn followers

from 336 to 2086

We made sure they received

150+ MEDIA PICKUPS 

132
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WE INCREASED THEIR
DIGITAL GLOBAL BRAND PRESENCE

133
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STORY #17
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Fitza is a holistic wellness platform designed to transform your physical,
mental, and emotional wellbeing to help prevent chronic ailments.

They built a disruptive
wellness app.
We helped them disrupt the market.
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THEY BUILT A NEW PRODUCT
AMIDST HEAVY COMPETITION.
In a time when health & fitness apps are all the rage, Fitza created a unique app 
that was not based on any fad diets or strict wellness regimens. They brought in 
the traditional vedic understanding of the Chakras to help users find physical, 
mental, and emotional wellbeing and prevent chronic ailments.

BUT THEY NEEDED TO
REACH THE RIGHT AUDIENCE.
Not everyone is a health & fitness enthusiast. They needed to find the right 
audience for their app - people who were willing to pay a premium price in 
exchange for e�ective, easy-to-adapt health and wellness recommendations.

And a former client
recommended us.

We started building the brand
expression from the ground up.

www.thegotoguy.co



Colors Used

LOGO DESIGN 

F +

Represents
Healthier Life

APP SCREEN

APP ASO
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WEBSITE DESIGN
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SOCIAL MEDIA
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CAMPAIGN BANNERS

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN

www.thegotoguy.co
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NEWSLETTERS
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PRESS RELEASE

144

BLOGS
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Product Explainer Videos

VIDEO MARKETING
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Marketing Videos
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A Groundbreaking Sugar 
Alternative Needed A
Brand To Create Impact
FosLife, a product by Revelations Biotech Pvt. Ltd, is a 100% natural sweetener 

derived from cane sugar, sugar-free in the truest sense of the word.

So, we created a brand identity that resonated well with the customers.

149



TAGLINE

BROCHURE

www.thegotoguy.co 150

The Size Zero Sugar
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MARKETING COLLATERAL



PACKAGING DESIGN

PACKAGING BOTTLE IDEAS
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WEBSITE
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Popular Digital Agro
Products Company

We Reinvented A 

Kubauli Agro was looking to reinvent their brand as a 
more nature-focused milk products company. 

And we gave them a new identity.

157



LOGO DESIGN
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b +
drop metaphorically represents

Milk based products

L +
Leaf metaphorically represents

plant-based products

Kubauli
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Hasper BrandLabs, a leading seafood producer in
New Zealand, wanted a new brand for their Shrimp
division and we gave them a brand identity exactly
as they wanted.

We Established A New Brand
For New Zealand’s Leading
Seafood Producer

163



WE CREATED A MEMORABLE LOGO.

AND CREATED A BROCHURE THAT REAFFIRMED
THEIR HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS
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We also created
irresistible
packaging
to attract their
customers
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We Launched A Hyderabad-based

Handyman Service
Provider To Success
Your Serviceman reached out to us with an idea and we helped them 

turn their dream into reality - we built their brand from scratch, activated 

it, and took them to market with a grand launch.

171



WE DESIGNED THEIR MARKETING COLLATERAL

www.thegotoguy.co 172

Sai Sridhar Surepally
Founder

+91 9885766667
sai@yourserviceman.in

Business Card

Brochure

© 2015 Your Serviceman
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Rate Card

T-shirt

Call now at
1800-3000-6117 Book now at

www.yourserviceman.in

H.No.: 5-105, Mythrinagar, Madinaguda, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500050
YOUR SERVICEMAN

www.yourserviceman.in

Tube Light / Bulb
Install / Replace with Holder

Plug / Starter / Holder / Choke / Switch / PLC

Repair

Something else - Describe your problem

Rs 99

Rs 99

Rs 99

Upon Inspection**

Doorbell / Fan
Switch / Regulator / Capacitor

Doorbell

Fan without hook

Fan with hook

Bearing

Winding

Winding + Shafting

Winding + Bearing

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs 99

Rs 99

Rs 149

Rs 249

Rs 249

Rs 349

Rs 499

Rs 499

Upon Inspection**

Geyser
Fitting 1-5 liters

Fitting 5 -10 liters

Thermostat / Coil / Safety Valve / Connector

Geyser Removal

Selector Switch

Armature

Wiring Issue

Rotor Replacement

Carbon brush / spring

Geyser Element

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs  299

Rs  399

Rs  249-349

Rs  199

Rs  149

Rs  149

Rs  149

Rs  199

Rs  149

Rs  449

Upon Inspection**

Fuse/MCB/Wiring
Fuse Repair

Switch Replacement

MCB Replacement

ELCB/RCCB

Fitting Open (min 5 feet)

Conceal

Fitting for conceal

Casing and Capping

Extra wiring / point

Surface box open

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs  99

Rs  70/switch

Rs  149

Rs  349

Rs  25 / feet

Rs  699 / point

Rs  75 / feet

Rs  49 / feet

Rs  500

Rs  249

Upon Inspection**

Kitchen

Tap install

Tap Spindle Repair

Tap filter cleaning

Mixer Tap

Sink Mixer Repair (Depends on Company)

Conceal Finish

Conceal Choke

Washing Machine Install

Aqua guard connection

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs  149

Rs  99

Rs  49

Rs  199

Rs  199-249

Rs  399

Rs  399-1499

Rs  149

Rs  199

Upon Inspection**

Drilling
Drilling wall

Ceiling

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs  100 (20 / hole)

Rs  100 (50 / hole)

Upon Inspection**

Inverter
Connection / room

Panel board connection

Battery charging

Inverter repair Relay / switch / CPC board

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs  599

Rs  499

Rs  399

Rs  999-1499

Upon Inspection**

Toilet
WC installation (Close coupled / Wall hang)

WC removal

WC Leakage

WC toilet cover (Depends on Company)

Wash Basin install (Depends on Company)

Wash Basin PVC pipe

Wash Basin Drainage

Jet Spray

Something else - Describe your problem

Rs  699/899

Rs  499

Rs  199

Rs  99-249

Rs  349-599

Rs  149

Rs  149

Rs  49

Upon Inspection**

Washing Machine
Fitting 5 -10 liters

Something else - Describe your problem

Rs  399

Upon Inspection**

Ysm Services Rates Details

ELECTRICAL

PLUMBER

**will have a text box for the customer to type his problem**

Bathroom
Tap Install

Tap Spindle Repair

Wall Mixer Install

Wall Mixer Repair

Shower Leak / Block Repair

Jet Spray

Rs  149

Rs  99

Rs  399

Rs  249

Rs  99

Rs  49

Jet Spray Replace

Waste pipe leakage

Wash Basin Drainage

Bath Tub Drainage

All Bathroom Fittings (CPVC only)

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs  49

Rs  99

Rs  99

Rs  199

Rs  2499-3499

Upon Inspection**

PLUMBER

Fitting
Lock Fitting (Normal / Big)

Picture / Painting

Mirror Fitting (Small / Big)

Curtain Rod (Normal / Big)

Wooden Cupboard Fitting (1 door)

MDF Cupboard Fitting (1 door)

Wooden Bed Fitting

Wooden Bed Opening

MDF Bed Fitting

MDF Bed Opening (varies with size)

Sofa Legs Fitting

TV Fitting (depends on size)

Door Repair (Lock / Hinges)

Glass Window (Bearing / Channel)

Something else - Describe your problem

Rs  299/399

Rs  99/each

Rs  199/499

Rs  99/199

Rs  499

Rs  599

Rs  599

Rs  399

Rs  699-1499

Rs  399-599

Rs  399

Rs  299-699

Rs  199-399

Rs  299-399

Upon Inspection**

Interior Decoration
Box Design

Modular Kitchen

Something else - Describe your problem

Rs  250 / sq. feet

Rs  250 / sq. feet

Upon Inspection**

Repairs
Chair Repair (Per Chair)

Table Repair

Kitchen Cabinet Door

Kitchen Cabinet Door

Drawer channel Repair / Replace

Dining Table Repair

Photo Frame (varies with size)

Chair

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs  99-199

Rs  299

Rs  199 / door

Rs  199 / door

Rs  199 / unit

Rs  399-599

Rs  99-199

Upon Inspection**

Upon Inspection**

Making Furniture
Table

Cabinet / Doors

Beds

Cupboards

Frame Work

Box

Something else - Describe your problem

Upon Inspection**

Upon Inspection**

Upon Inspection**

Upon Inspection**

Rs  120 / sq. feet

Rs  220 / sq. feet

Upon Inspection**

CARPENTER

Ac Service

AC Installation

AC Uninstalltion

AC Gas Refill or Top up

AC Start-up Problem

AC not cooling

AC making noise

Water Leakage from AC

Ice formation on AC

AC Switch Installation

AC Stabilizer Installation

AC Stabilizer Repair

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs 300 Starting From

Rs 500 Starting From

Rs 300 Starting From

Rs 1200 Starting From

Rs 300 Starting From

Rs 450 Starting From

Rs 450 Starting From

Rs 450 Starting From

Rs 450 Starting From

Rs 300 Starting From

Rs 300 Starting From

Rs 300 Starting From

Upon Inspection**

AC SERVICE

Complete Home C leaning

Bathroom Cleaning

Fridge Cleaning Add on

Kitchen Cleaning

Oven Cleaning Add On

Sofa Cleaning

Floor Scrubbing

Carpet Cleaning

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs 5000 Starting From

Rs 800 Per Bathroom

Rs 450 Per Unit

Rs 1000 Starting From

Rs 200 per Unit

Rs 200 per Unit

Rs 3  / sq. feet

Rs 700 Per Bathroom

Upon Inspection**

 HOME CLEANING

General Pest Control

Bed Bud Control

Rodent Control

Termite Control

Something else - Describe your problem 

Rs 650 Starting From

Rs 350Starting From

Rs 500 Starting From

Rs  1.75 / sq. feet

Upon Inspection**

PEST CONTROL

**will have a text box for the customer to type his problem**



Door Signage

RUPEES 
DISCOUNT!

100
CONGRATS!

Name

Mobile 

Email

Address

Job

100Rupees

Call now!
1800-3000-6117 Book now!

www.yourserviceman.in

Appliances
Technician

Electrician

Plumber

Carpentar

Mason

PC Repair & 
maintenance 
Technician

Beautician

House Cleaner

Pest Control
Specialist

Laundry & 
Dry Cleaning 
Specialist

Locksmith

CCTV Repair/
Installation
Technician

Discount Coupon
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And designed 
their launch event 
for maximum 
exposure.
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EVENT
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With The New Generation

We Made Their Brand
Strike A Chord

Alpen Capital provides a 
comprehensive range of financial 
advisory services for institutional 
and corporate clients across the 
GCC, South Asia, Levant and Africa.

As a legacy brand looking to serve 
a digital-first audience of the next 
generation, they wanted to 
recreate their brand’s identity to 
build a connection with the 
audience.

So, we rebuilt their website
with a new identity that
resonated more with the
audience.
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THEY WANTED TO PORTRAY HOW THEY USE
SOUND IDEAS TO BRING VALUE TO CLIENTS.

180



They believed their history and
core identity is as rich as music.

www.thegotoguy.co 181



We recreated the entire 
website with minimalistic yet
bold visuals of musical 
instruments.

WE ALSO HELPED THEM REACH OUT AND INSTILL THIS
NEW IDENTITY INTO THEIR CLIENTS’ MINDS.
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We Renewed Their
Online Presence
For The Modern World
Alpen Asset Advisors Limited provides wealth 
management and asset management services to high net 
worth individuals and institutions.

Alpen Asset Advisors has a rich history and a legacy 
brand, but they wanted to renew their brand narrative to 
attract a modern audience.

So, we rebuilt their website with the correct perception.
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THEY BELIEVED THAT THEIR BRAND REVERBERATES
LIKE MUSIC AND WANTED THAT SHOWN.

186



We used sound waves across the website to
create a sense of music flow.

www.thegotoguy.co

We used minimalistic 
messaging and
monochromatic 
design to keep it neat.
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India's Fastest Digital Lending 
Platform Wanted Their 
Success Stories Heard
LendingKart had successfully helped small businesses across the country 

with quick loans during the global pandemic and the subsequent 

economic crunch.

They wanted their customers' success stories to reach as many people 

around the country as possible. They wanted them to share their 

authentic stories with the world.

We made them happen in record time!
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we wrote detailed screenplays to
ensure the videos flowed smoothly.
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we shot cinematic visuals of their customers’ 
regions to bring a sense of belonging.
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we created production setups in the
customer offices to bring in authenticity.



SHOWREEL #1

SCAN QR CODE TO 
WATCH VIDEO
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SCAN QR CODE TO 
WATCH VIDEO

00:17 / 01:21

SHOWREEL #2
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00:17 / 01:19

SHOWREEL #3
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A New Player in the Fresh 
Meat Space Needed 
a Fresh Brand
The Meat Company entered the fresh meat space to solve the biggest 

challenge - the unhygienic conditions of the raw meat stores in the area.

They wanted to create a brand that portrays how the company believes in 

keeping the meat fresh without compromising on the hygiene or quality 

of the meat.
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we created a logo that represents 
the business clearly.

and created a brochure that spoke clearly 
about the options available.

Meat Company++

=

www.thegotoguy.co 202
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what's more, we brought personality 
to their offline communications.
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while creating the
right ambience at their store.
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we made sure their packaging
spoke the right language.
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and ensured they asked 
the right questions to their customers.
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A Decade-old IT Solutions 
Provider Needed a Powerful 
Online Presence
Uplevel Systems is amongst the leading IT solutions provider for the MSPs 

serving small and medium sized businesses.

They wanted to have an e�ective digital presence to reach a vast customer base 

across the many regions of the country they serve in.

We helped them reach out to the right people in the right places.



we created a vibrant brand personality on 
social media to enhance awareness.
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and spoke to the state of mind 
of their target audience.
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we created campaigns that hit 
the right chords with the MSPs.
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and sent personalized targeted emails that 
brought in leads in quick succession.

we let their stories be heard by the masses.
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and not just online,
but offline as well.
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we also enhanced the appeal 
of their website to hook the visitors.



we created awareness of their products 
through compelling videos.

00:38 / 01:50

SCAN QR CODE TO 
WATCH VIDEO

00:16 / 01:11
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we made their campaigns successful 
with an informative landing page.
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we drove high engagement with low-cost ads.

we ranked them on the top for 
the most important keywords.
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They wanted to reach out to the Assamese audience around 
the world for the niche content they produced for their platform.

We made sure they reached the right people.

India’s Favourite Assamese 
OTT Platform Need the Right 
Marketing Strategy



THEY WERE RELEASING NEW CONTENT EVERY MONTH.
The content was made for a very specific group of audience, made to resonate 
with them.

BUT IT DIDN’T RECEIVE THE ATTENTION THEY WANTED.
Their movies, web series, and other content was not reaching the numbers they 
expected due to low brand awareness and less subscriptions.

STORY ADS
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WE MADE THEIR APP ATTRACTIVE ON 
PUBLISHING PLATFORMS.

AND CREATED A VERY TARGETED 
SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE.
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WHILE PROMOTING THEIR MOVIES AND 
WEB SERIES VIA EMAILS.

Banner Ads through Google AdSense
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WE CREATED CULTURALLY RELEVANT 
SOCIAL POSTS TO ENGAGE THEIR AUDIENCE.
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AND PROMOTED THEM ON 
VARIOUS AD PLATFORMS.

WE ALSO ADOPTED
CONTENT MARKETING.
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BANNERS ADS
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PROMOTION VIDEOS

SCAN QR CODE TO
WATCH VIDEO

SCAN QR CODE TO
WATCH VIDEO

SCAN QR CODE TO
WATCH VIDEO

PAGE LIKE CAMPAIGNS
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USER ENGAGEMENT STORIES 

HTML BANNERS
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SNIPPET POSTS

SPOTIFY ADS
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WE BOOSTED THEIR 
ORGANIC TRAFFIC SIGNIFICANTLY.
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A Modernist Preschool Wanted 
to Make Sure They Stood Out
They had a completely fresh approach to educating children in the pre-nursery 

stages and wanted this di�erentiation be apparent in the brand identity.

We made that happen with a rich and vibrant identity design.

ChulChul buLbuL
Pre-School



we created a mascot-based logo to bring 
a higher recall for the brand.

=

+ ChulChul buLbuL

ChulChul buLbuL
Pre-School
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and designed a consistent identity 
across collateral.
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we designed variations of the brand mascot 
to be used in different places.
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the website that we built
for them embodied 
the brand identity to perfection.

we didn’t lose the childlike personality 
for the stationary as well.
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A Premier Consulting Firm 
Serving Fortune 500 Clients 
Wanted to Conquer Digital Space
Artha Solutions provides business and technology consulting to some of the 

world’s biggest companies, with strong partnerships with technology vendors.

They wanted to uplift their stagnant digital activity to bring in the new dynamic 

clients that expect a compelling online presence from partners.

We made sure they were in the right light.
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we designed a dynamic social media 
presence for their brand.
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and announced key messages in style
to portray brand personality.
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we elevated their thought leadership 
with content marketing.

and enhanced key pages of their 
website for better reach.
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we brought the right people
to their website.
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A Decade-old Fintech 
Company Wanted to Put the 
Spotlight on their Products
VolkSoft has been leading enterprise mobility for microfinance institutions and 

micro-lending platforms since 2010.

They built robust, comprehensive software solutions for MFIs and wanted more 

emphasis on their individuality and promoting them to the target audience.

We made sure it reached the right people.



we built a highly responsive website 
that exuded their expertise.

and created individual product pages that 
had their own personality & voice.
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while also designing a brand-consistent 
user experience for their product.
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we also created branded marketing 
collateral for offline outreach.

and created a social media presence 
that resonated with the target audience.
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moreover, we ran targeted campaigns 
to drive leads on social media.
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A Globally Recognized 
Independent Digital News 
Website Needed to Reach 
the Masses
Nyoooz has a digital presence across the country with a city-centric approach 

to providing news tailored to the local community.

With news coverage of 100 cities pan India and a subscriber base of over 10+ 

lakh users, Nyoooz publishes around 500+ stories daily. 

They wanted to make an impactful identity, and we made it happen for them.
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WE SHOT THEIR ALEXA
RANK UP BY 7K+

CATEGORY OCTOBER-21
(10TH SEP TO 9TH OCT)

NOVEMBER-21
(10TH OCT- 10TH NOV)

Domain Authority 57 57

Page Authority 47 47

Alexa Rank (Global) 67,428 60,180

Alexa Rank (India) 7,035 7,094

Spam Score 1% 1%

● Good Alexa rank generally, the lower the number, the better it 
will be metrics Global Improved.
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WE INCREASED THEIR USERS
TO 20+ LAKHS PER MONTH

And increased ther 
pageviews to

2+ Crores

Of this,

21.1% 
were direct users and

77.3%
organic users from 
search engines.

___
Category NOVEMBER-21

(10TH OCT- 10TH NOV)

Total Sessions 2,846,922

Website Tra�c/ Users 2,602,016

New Users 2,607,419

Pageviews 26,249,223

Backlinks 26,217
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we brought them high clicks for 
the top trending keywords.

QUERIES CLICKS IMPRESSIONS

coronavirus 499 146495

covid news 118 5789

nyoooz 78 125

covid-19 77 42688

covid cases in ahmedabad 51 1470

rising pune supergiant 50 22342

coronavirus news 44 1804

covid 19 41 10288

chandigarh news 40 13029

coronavirus 499 146495

we also landed them on top positions on the 
first page for kolkata, bangalore, 
and pune searches.
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